
2020 Secret Scrapper Questionnaire 
For Cropping Café OC Holiday Inn, 66th St Weekend 

Secret Scrapper is a fun game to play during our scrapping weekend. I strongly encourage everyone to participate. 
1. (First) Simply fill out the form with answers about yourself. The more information you give the easier it is to shop for 

you and more likely you can use the gifts given to you. Keep your form a secret and send it back to me completed. I 
will mix up all questionnaires and send you a Secret Scrapper Name (in early November).   

2. (Second) Shop for the scrapper’s name you received. Get about 4-5 gifts on a budget of $30 total. I know we can get 
creative with making gifts, finding great bargains, using coupons and even re-gift some new items of our own. Be 
aware, if you over spend – you may still only receive gifts within the budget but to make it fair, do not under spend.  

3. (Third) Bring your gifts to our scrapping weekend. Secretly gift your scrapper throughout the weekend starting with 
Friday and going throughout Saturday. Try to give something before 9pm Friday so I know everyone has been 
included. I can help deliver gifts to keep the surprise going or ask someone to throw your receiver off. Make it fun. 
Your final REVEAL gift (or card or face-to-face) will be on SUNDAY MORNING.  

 
GENERAL: Make it fun to give and receive. Try to keep your identity a secret. Plan your reveal before 10am Sunday. If 
you will be leaving before that time, please let me know so Plan B can be developed. If you need clarification on the 
answers – just let me know, I can find out for you. Gifts can be wrapped or not – your choice. For maximum fun, 
everyone should participate (if I can help in anyway, just let me know). This has been a lot of fun over the years. 
 
Questions: Please fill our every section with careful thought, so your secret scrapper will know what you like to get and 
what to avoid getting you. Return to Lisa Fritts via email lfwhim@comcast.net (or messenger or mail) BEFORE the 
deadline. If you need this sent differently, just let me know.   
 

Your Name: 
 
About yourself: 
Are you single, married, etc 
What is your favorite scrapping snack/beverage 
Are you a career women, retired, etc 
Tell about your family (children, ages, grades, pets, etc) 
Activities you enjoy, items you collect 
Anything additional about yourself that is helpful 
Any items to avoid or strong dislikes 
 
About your hobby: 
You like scrapbooking, what other hobbies do you enjoy 
Do you do other papercrafting? If so, what? 
How long have you been scrapbooking 
How often do you get to scrap 
What theme album are you currently working on 
What is your next project 
Describe the type of albums you like to use (size, style, brand, etc) 
Where do you shop for your scrapping supplies 
What is your favorite item/embellishment to scrap 
What is your least favorite or do not like item in scrapbooking 
What is your favorite adhesive, paper brand, tool or technique that you use 
Do you own a Cricut, Silhouette, etc? Do you own a Cuttlebug, Sizzix, etc? 
Any new technique or trend you would like to try 
Here are some things I could use 
Any items to avoid or strong dislikes  
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